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Persona 4 what is hcho



Part of the reason Persona 4 became so popular was its integration of RPG elements mixed with a social game. Players assume the role of Yu who is a student by day and a warrior from another world at night. Sounds weird, but it came together terribly well. Of course, all this can be thanked to its
predecessor, Persona 3, who first adapted these elements to the series. There is also the fact that the PS Vita was in desperate need of software and the ixeu go, Persona 4: Golden, came out at just the right time. The series is still becoming more popular too. Joker from Persona 5 is on Super Smash
Bros. Ultimate to shout out loud! Anyway the point is that we loved Persona 4 and wanted to classify her romantic choices. This goes for both the best and worst categories. Of the eight possible options, let's see who is chosen at number one. 8 Worst: Ayane Matsunaga Ayane Matsunaga can be found at
school if the player decided to join the sidelines club. Sounds like a typical romantic encounter, doesn't it? What we miss about Ayane is her design. While she is close to Yu's age, it looks like she might be her sister. In other words, his face looks much younger as a six-year-old. We know Japan is in some
weird stuff, but Yu, don't go for your man. Please do not understand the sister complex for this relationship. That's the advice we'd give you if asked. 7 Best: Marie As Madonna, Marie mysteriously only has one name as she comes from the other world. She is the great new addition to port vita, Persona 4:
Gold. He may not be a member of the party, but we loved his design, love for poetry and how it fits into Yu's story. We don't want to give anything away, but the way this relationship ends is intense. That's all to say we didn't see this one coming. That's why it's hard not to recommend players who go all the
way as it was with Marie. 6 Worst: Ai Ebihara Ayane may have this weird childish face, but at least her personality was good. Ai Ebihara was extremely difficult to know because of his negative outlook. She comes 6th as mean and selfish, but knowing her will reveal how shy she is. His willingness to open
up to Yu despite his setbacks is poignant, but at the same time this trip, again, was a bit of a hike and one that we're not exactly sure yu, or any kind of guy, would really want to stay around. 5 Best: Rise Kujikawa Rise Kujikawa is undoubtedly the most beautiful girl in the game. This is kind of a point, as
she is a pop star and all around the idol. Everyone wants her, but she wants no one but Yu. While it's great to know that she wants a quieter life and how her fame has affected her personality, we found that she too finds herself too She really, and we mean really, wants it. We love Rise to death, we really
do, but there's something less appealing about a girl than easy to please. Please. was it the challenge? 4 Worst: Yumi Ozawa Yumi Ozawa is the latest non-playable character on this list. It can be found if players decide to take drama. Because of that, we love the idea of Yu joining this club given their
situation. That is, it makes sense that he wants to learn to act to deceive those around him about his true powers and what he and his friends are doing at night. Yumi and Yu's relationship is quite normal for a high school couple and we enjoyed how they played each other, but like each other, she doesn't
have a real direct role in Yu's life, so she's on the worst side of the table. 3 Best: Yukiko Amagi Yukiko Amagi is straight awesome. She is the clever book, daughter dedicated to the outsider, who is dying to leave her true colors out. Knowing Yu and the rest of the party allows you to do this. Immersing
herself deeper into her relationship players can figure out how exactly she struggles with this dynamic in real life. The best way to describe this angle of love is sweet. It's kind of the most realistic of all girls. This is except for our selection of topics, which we will come up with a little bit. 2 Worst: Naoto
Shirogane Before we get to the best girl, we must nominate Naoto Shirogane for the worst romantic option. Make no mistake. We love the idea of a female detective, but since she is introduced so late in the game, it's pretty hard to meet her. In addition to this factor there is a bigger reason why Yu and
Naoto should not be together. That's because she's destined for Kanji Tatsumi! Kanji's gay? The game never says, but since Naoto looks boyish, at least we can assume she has one thing for more masculine women. They're so great together! 1 Best: Chie Satonaka Chie Satonaka is our pick for best girl.
Is she the most beautiful? Not. Is she the sweetest? Definitely not. What brings us home here is his strong personality. She loves kung-fu movies, steak and being with the boys, along with getting into a good time of girls from time to time. Yukiko may be the best example of a romantic relationship in the
game, but Chie is too cool not to root. Also because she's kind of a tomboy, she's a bit more of a challenge to win compared to Yukiko and we always love a good challenge. UP NEXT: 10 Video Games That Make Romance Just the Next 10 Best RPGs of the 1990s (which were way ahead of their time)
topics related to author Tristan Jurkovich (218 published articles) More from Tristan Jurkovich 7/18/11 It was Ocean Day today, so we had no school. I headed to the shopping district and ran into Chie. After some training, we headed to Aiya. Mmmm... Meat and rice only flow through my veins... It looks
delicious. Well with the comments email, all customer customers today their sauce is to die for! &gt; a big smile spread across Chie's face. I have to work hard and pump myself, or I can't get one of a Right? Especially Yukiko... I need to be able to protect her... ...... I hope she's not striving herself. You're
worried, huh? I'm a little worried when we go into battle, so I agreed with her. Thank you... That's what the leader does to you... &gt; Chie seems relieved ... I'll get stronger! To yukiko, too! So stay up to date, leader! Me and Yosuke act like this all the time... But we're all counting on you... Heheh... &gt;
You can feel Chie's burning passion... &gt; You feel that your relationship with Chie has grown even more... Chie seems especially determined now. ... All this talking is making me hungry. Scuse me! Another fried rice with meat, please! What about you? &gt; you talked to Chie for a while... &gt; you
walked home partly with Chie. I decided to get the stupidest thing I could do out of the way before exams. &gt; There is a bitter melon with a bite removed from it... &gt; Someone probably mistook it for a cucumber... &gt; ...... &gt; Food...? &gt; ... &gt; ...... &gt; ......... &gt; raw bitter melon was very bitter.
So, so bitter. &gt; your courage has greatly increased. &gt; however... &gt; don't feel good... &gt; ...... &gt; You decided to go to bed early today... was so bitter. They don't tell them that at all. 19/07/11 Exams started today. Pretty easy so far. We'll see how the rest of this goes. 7/20/11 It's still easy. I don't
mean I want it to be a challenge. 7/21/11 Getting closer and closer to doing so. Half past now. 7/22/11 So close and yet so far. Just one more day. 7/23/11 And we are done. &gt; you answered all questions easily... &gt; ...... &gt; the answers seem to be flowing hand in hand! I think I did even better this
time. VIDEO- After the exams Click here to see! ♪ Yawning ♪ I'm so asleep ... What are you doing here? Don't badass me in the face like that! Hey, for the third question about the English test, what phrase have you chosen? Um... I was used to. Error: There is hat a mistake. So much for Chie going
abroad. Heck, why leave Inaba? You're very close! Ooooh, you're so annoying! Yo... No more encores... Mean... Hello everyone... More losers!? What do I need to know English for!? I can always ask for a translator! How did you do that, Senpai? I certainly felt safe. Wow, it's amazing... The exams are
enough... What about the murder case? Hm... Why don't we go to our special headquarters? We haven't been there for a while. &gt; decided to meet at the food court in June. Talking about death was kind of refreshing after exams. Not just because the exams are over, but ... All this with the police finding
a suspect. I mean, we believed we could only solve this case. And now... Well, it still doesn't They haven't made any arrests. So... We have to sit on our thumbs. Of course, with crack detectives as we have Inaba working on the case it is sure to be resolved immediately. We are at the end of our rope here
... Y-You (Y-You) (Y-You) Did you hear what I said? Ah... Ahahaha! This case is as good as resolved! Don't worry, guys. It's only a matter of time before we bring in the suspect. I mean, the guy's kidnapping random people and slaughtering them! We will not rest until we bring him to justice! I have to get
going! Now I'm very worried ... On the other hand... If the police have a search warrant for the guy, we should stay out of it. Yes... I just remembered. There was a question about the exam that I didn't get. I think it was, The HCHO chemical formula, used for silver mirror reactions. Its 40% solution is known
as formalin. And the question was: What is HCHO? I almost just said it automatically. I see. I chose acetic acid... Duh, of course it couldn't have been vinegar. Hey, you had that question, too, did you Kanji? Be quiet. And don't call me by my name. Wow, a little rough, right? I heard you got a nosegy when
you were around our senpai. H-Hey! Who blamed hid on this!? Anyway! Rise-chan, why don't you ask Yukiko to help you study? Eh? I guess, but wouldn't you rather ask a senpai of the opposite sex? Senpai... I'm not a nuisance to you, am I? it... This girl is dangerous...! We change the subject. Hey, any
idea how Teddie is doing? Oh yes, I forgot to mention it to you. Take a coup. I really hadn't noticed, but Teddie was actually close. I let him stay in my house. In return, it is now our official store mascot. Aaah! So he's hiding in sight. Reverse psychology, huh? Husband... It looks like a happy bear... He kept
saying he didn't want to come back. So I made him a deal. Now since I have nothing better to do ... I'm going to make a mistake for him. Oooh, I want to go too! C-Can I... feel your soft fur ...? They all left except rise, which was left behind. Now that I'm getting the school drop, I want to go out more and
see the views. But I tend to be recognized everywhere I go, so I'm a little nervous about going out on my own... And you look like the kind of guy who knows every cool corner of town. ...... Sure, I'll show you around. Really? Woohoo! &gt; Feel the natural and easy kindness of Rise... &gt; Feel a weak bond
that forms between you and Rise... These don't really surprise me anymore. If you ever have time to kill, think of me, okay? Come on, let's fool Teddie. Teddieeee! Heeeey, what are you doing? Oh, and Nanako is increasingly worried about it. VIDEO- Fear Click here for the video! Announcer: The subject
is the bizarre serial murder case in Inaba, where the bodies of the victims are discovered hanging upside down. Police have not yet announced any progress in the investigation since the discovery of a third victim. Our special report tonight is a summary of the facts and facts in the case so far... &gt; There
seems to be no information about the suspect ... Haven't he been caught yet? I'll protect you. okay. You Right? &gt; Nanako seems to be anxious about the unresolved case ... We need to catch this guy. For everyone's love. love of God.
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